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This document contains requirements for version 2 of Variations2.  These 
requirements are stated in user-centered terms.  Further details about these 
requirements, including functional requirements, may be found by clicking on the 
description for each requirement.

End User Requirements

# Description Owner Priority Status
U1 Synchronization.  Users can listen to music and 

have the score pages turn automatically.
Jim Must Draft

U2 Timeliner.  Users can create form diagrams 
(bubble charts) while listening to music and 
viewing the score.

Jim Must Draft

U3 Bookmark support for synchronization and 
timeliner.  Users can mark ranges and can 
bookmark within a synchronized score/recording 
pair.

Mark Must Draft

U4 Bookmark flexibility.  Users can fine-tune 
bookmark locations and can export or copy/paste 
bookmark subsets.

Mark Must Draft

U5 Lower-bandwidth listening.  Users can listen to 
audio over connections as slow as 56kbs.

Jon Must  
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U6 Large search result sets.  Users can efficiently 
retrieve large result sets or cancel a large search 
while it is underway.

Ryan Must Draft

U7 Improved help.  Users can efficiently and 
accurately find the help they need.

Maggie Must  

U8 Search improvements.  Users can search by other 
contributor, can see matching results highlighted, 
including variant names or work section.

Don Must  

U9 Player repeat.  Users can set automatic repeat for 
a track (or possibly other spans as well).

Jim Must Draft

U10 Collection browsing.  Users can browse the 
collection contents by an attribute of interest 
without first having to perform a search.

Don Want  

U11 Score printing.  Users can easily print the portion 
of a score or the entire score.

Ryan Want Draft

U12 Single sign-on.  Users can be identified by 
Variations without their having to log in.

George Want  

U13 Record view window improvements.  Users can 
easily scan for information in the record view 
window.

Jim Must Draft

U14 Fix Java bugs.  Users can use Variations2 with 
fewer annoyances.

Jim Must Draft

U15 System reliability.  The system does not break 
often, and when it does, users receive helpful 
messages.

Ryan Want Draft

Administrative User Requirements 

# Description Owner Priority Status
A1 Record deletion.  Administrator can safely delete 

records from the repository.
George Must  

A2 Improved media loading.  Administrator can easily 
and reliably add media.

George Must  

A3 Admin UI ease of use.  Administrator can catalog 
items quickly and conveniently, without lots of 
extra keystrokes or mouse clicks.

Mark Must Draft
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A4 Admin tab improvements.  Administrator can 
easily search for and use records of interest in the 
cataloging process.

Jim Must Draft

Developer Requirements 

# Description Owner Priority Status
D1 Streamlined build process.  Developers can easily 

and reliably create new installation packages or 
recreate packages for previous versions.

George Must  

Partner Requirements 

# Description Owner Priority Status
P1 Server portability beyond IU.  When satellite sites 

install their own servers, the repository will be 
settable to their own institution and won't say 
"IU"..

George Want  

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial revision (Mark)
●     12/3/2002 - filled in blanks; added section for developer requirements, 

along w/D1. (Mark)
●     12/6/2002 - added U14-fix Java bugs (Mark)
●     12/8/2002 - fixed URL for 'Fix Java bugs' link (Jim)
●     12/9/2002 - added U15-system reliability (Ryan)
●     12/9/2002 - added link to PDF of document
●     12/23/2002 - fixed link to PDF doc
●     1/22/2003 - added new requirement for partners - server portability (Mark)
●     1/23/2003 - updated owner & priority for P1.  (Mark)
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Synchronization.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:58:43 EST (jump to change log)
Jim Halliday 

User requirement

U1. Users can listen to music and have the score pages turn automatically.

U2. Users can navigate both score and audio at the same time via one set of 
controls.

U3. Users can disable synchronization if desired.

Functional requirements

Part 1. The 'Opus' window 

F1-1. MUST Synchronization will be implemented with a brand new window, 
combining the features of both a Player and a Viewer.

F1-2. MUST The new window needs a name! For now, we are using the term 
'Opus window', although that may certainly change. Another suggestion is the 
'Conductor window'.

F1-3. MUST The Opus window will be work-based, not container-based.

F1-3-1. MUST Using this window, users cannot navigate to other 
tracks on the recording, or other pages in the score.

F1-3-2. MUST Navigation will be accomplished via a single Form 
tree displaying the work structure, rather than with the two trees in 
the Version 1 Player and Viewer.

F1-3-3. MUST Most container-based information (such as track 
names) will be hidden from the user.
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F1-4. MUST As much as possible, navigation should be done with a single set of 
controls. Note that requirement F1-5, however, means that the controls cannot be 
completely integrated.

F1-5. MUST Users can manually disable automatic synchronization.

F1-6. WANT The Opus window will show (via combo boxes perhaps) a list of all 
recordings and all scores with measure-level bindings for this work, allowing the 
user to quickly 'plug in' other recordings and scores in the same window for 
comparison purposes.

F1-7. WANT The Opus window can represent a section of a work (a particular 
section from the work structure) in addition to a complete work. This requirement is 
especially important if the Timeliner component is a part of this window.

F1-8. WANT The Timeliner component is a part of this window. (See separate 
Timeliner requirements for more information. Timeliner may become a separate 
window instead.)

F1-9. WANT Users can navigate by measure number and current measure 
number will be displayed.

Part 2. Initiating the Opus window

F2-1. MUST Users can initiate the Opus window by clicking the appropriate icon or 
text link from the Work selection screen. Some decisions will have to made 
regarding which containers to bring up in the Opus window by default, if more than 
one container exists with measure-level binding.

F2-2. WANT Users can click appropriate icons or text links on other screens to 
initiate this window.

F2-3. WANT We may need to rethink the logic involved in skipping selection 
screens and selection screen order, especially in regards to the Work selection 
screen, since the Opus window can be directly initiated from the Work screen. 

Part 3. Administrative changes to support the Opus window 

F3-1. MUST Administrators need an easier way to enter work structures, 
especially for the measure level.
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F3-2. MUST Administrators need a way to quickly enter measure-level bindings for 
audio. It looks like the best way to do this is via a 'click' interface, where the user 
clicks (or presses space bar, etc.) at each measure point. There must also be an 
easy way to edit these time points, for instance to remove extraneous clicks.

F3-3. WANT The 'click' interface should be accessible to non-administrators, such 
as faculty.

F3-3. WANT The time point data for a work can be exported to an easily portable 
format, such as XML. This will allow non-admins to create and submit work 
bindings for containers. It will also allow for easier experimentation with automatic 
binding point entry using automated methods.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/9/2002 - Added functional requirements and two user requirements. 

(Jim)
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Timeliner.

Last modified:  Monday, 06-Jan-2003 10:54:15 EST (jump to change log)
Jim Halliday 

User requirement

Users can create audio-based form diagrams (bubble charts) while listening to 
music and viewing a score.

Functional requirements

F1. MUST Users can initiate the Timeliner window from any Player window (and 
possibly any Opus window as well), by choosing the appropriate menu option, or 
perhaps by right-clicking on one of the structure trees. The new window will be 
based on the currently selected structure unit (track, work section, etc.)

F2. MUST The Timeliner window will be self-contained, and will have its own set of 
audio controls for controlling audio playback. If users wish to follow a score as 
well, they must do this in a separate window in this version.

F3. MUST The Timeliner itself will consist of a horizontal slider, a series of 
draggable timepoint markers, and multi-color, multi-level bubbles drawn between 
these markers.

F4. MUST Interaction with the Timeliner will be accomplished by clicking on the 
Timeliner directly, and by using a palette of buttons associated with the Timeliner 
(add possibly through menu options as well)

F5. MUST Users can save their timelines to the server or as a client-side file (at 
least one of these), and can open previously saved timelines.

F6. MUST Users can listen to audio by selecting the corresponding bubble.

F7. WANT Users can print timelines.

F8. WANT Users can view or modify certain properties of the current timeline 
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using a properties dialog or similar mechanism.

F9. WANT Users can insert text labels associated with markers to indicate musical 
events.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/9/2002 - Added functional requirements in question form (Jim)
●     12/18/2002 - Edited to answer some of the questions posed. (Jim)
●     1/6/2003 - Added more info, and edited to match the format of other 

requirements pages. (Jim)
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Bookmark support for synchronization and 
timeliner.

Last modified:  Monday, 10-Feb-2003 09:42:16 EST (jump to change log)
Mark Notess 

User requirement

Users can mark ranges and can bookmark within a synchronized score/recording 
pair.

Users need to be able to bookmark a place within a given synchronization; 
invoking the bookmark should bring up the "opus window", with the score and 
recording at the same place.  If the synchronization is currently turned off, adding a 
bookmark should mark the place in the recording (?).

Users need a way in the Opus Window to mark and repeat a range.

Functional requirements

F1.  Provide a bookmark type uniquely for opus windows so Variations2 knows to 
open an opus window.  Perhaps the bookmark URL is a combination of a player 
and viewer bookmark.  However, management of those bookmarks is the same as 
others and can occur within the same bookmark window. (Must)

F2.  Provide a way to set a repeat range within the Opus Window.  Only one range 
is necessary; it should be keyed to the audio (greater granularity), and it does not 
persist across sessions. (Want)

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/9/2002 - initial draft (Mark)
●     12/10/2002 - added repeat range requirement (Mark)
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●     2/10/2002 - added priority on functional requirements (Mark)
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Bookmark flexibility.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:57:32 EST (jump to change log)
Mark Notess

User requirement

Users can fine-tune bookmark locations and can export or copy/paste bookmark 
subsets.

Bookmarks as they exist today are not as useful in user tasks as they need to be.  
Getting a bookmark in exactly the right place can be frustrating.  And if exporting 
bookmarks always means exporting ALL the bookmarks, people have to know how 
to manipulate HTML if they want to create a web page for a subset of their 
bookmarks--if they don't want to delete all the other ones.

Functional requirements

F1.  Allow editing of the time offsets in the bookmark properties window.

F2.  In the bookmark window, provide a way to just export the selected folders 
and/or bookmarks (as though the unselected ones weren't there).

F3.  Allow direct manipulation editing/nudging of bookmark positions on the slider 
(want).

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/5/2002 - Initial write-up (Mark)
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Lower-bandwidth listening.

Last modified:  Monday, 09-Dec-2002 23:46:26 EST (jump to change log)
Jon Dunn (editor)

User requirement

Users can listen to audio over connections as slow as 56 kbps.

An appropriately-sized stream is delivered to the user, based on network 
connection type and bandwidth. 

Functional requirements

F1: Media objects can contain multiple QuickTime files with different encodings of 
the same audio source file

F2: The media object player and QuickTime content handler will take advantage of 
QuickTime's ability to use a reference movie to automatically select between a 
series of movies with content encoded with different formats and bitrates, based 
on the network connection type set in QuickTime's preferences panel.

F3: The loader will be modified to support encoding in multiple formats, in addition 
to the current 192 kbps stereo MP3. Some experimentation/testing will be needed 
to select which formats (lower bandwidth MP3, MP4 AAC, QDesign) 

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/9/2002 - First draft (Jon)
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Large search result sets.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:57:50 EST (jump to change log)
Ryan Scherle

User requirements

●     (Must) Users can efficiently retrieve large result sets or cancel a large 
search while it is underway.

●     (Want) Users receive quick feedback about the number of items that will 
be returned from their search.

●     (May want) Users have a method to limit the number of items returned 
when the result set will be large.

❍     Automatically break large result sets into pages?
❍     Introduce extra disambiguation screens?
❍     For existing disambiguation screens... still stop any time they must 

choose, or only when the number of results would be too large? 
(Eg. If there are two composers, but choosing "Select All" would 
only result in three works, do we really want to force them to 
choose a composer?)

Functional requirements

F1. Add a Stop button to all search interfaces:  

●     When pressed, the client tells the server to stop (in case it wants to stop 
processing), and ignores any results that may be sent by the server.

●     XSL transformation is done in a separate thread, so the user can regain 
control of the program by pressing Stop at any time.

F2. Server should indicate size of result set to client as soon as it is known.  

F3. Server should be able to return result sets with a specified maximum size (this 
size applies only to ResultContext objects). 

F4. Speed up result-set generation and processing as much as possible.
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Future ideas (blue-sky requirements) 

Break result sets into pages, but only if necessary!

Server sends back results in pages, but the pages are combined in the results 
screen? (Would make sorting problematic)

Give a time estimate, based on the number of items in the result set (after server 
has found list of matching ID numbers).

Tell users how many items each search constraint matches.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/2/2002 - Added details (Ryan)
●     12/6/2002 - Reworked, adding must/want designations. Degraded time 

estimates to blue-sky. (Ryan)
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Improved help.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:57:40 EST (jump to change log)
Maggie Swan

User requirement

Users can efficiently and accurately find the help they need.

<details about user needs go here>

Functional requirements

<required functionality to support user needs goes here>

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
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Search Improvements.

Last modified:  Wednesday, 11-Dec-2002 11:45 EST (jump to change log)
Don Byrd

User requirements

●     (Must) Implement Search by Other Contributor (in the Advanced tab)
●     (Must) Text strings in results that match the corresponding query fields will 

be highlighted
●     (Must) If a match is based on a variant name or work section, the variant 

name or work section will appear in the result list even if it wouldn't 
normally be shown

●     (High Want) When user clicks to play or view a match based on a work 
section, start playing or viewing at the beginning of  that section (instead of 
the beginning of the item)

●     (High Want) Make the Forward and Back buttons work faster

Functional requirements

F1. Add backend support for the Other Contributor field, and create an Other 
Contributor XSL transform; enable it in SearchTemplate.

F2. Add smarts to Java code to take advantage of already-implemented XSLT 
highlighting of strings that match corresponding query fields.

F3. Add code (preferably on the server side, but possibly in XSLT files or search-
UI Java classes) to detect when there's a match in a variant name or work section 
but not in the uniform name or work title, and, in that case, to add the variant name 
or work section.

F4. Detect clicks on matches for work sections and pass the Player or Viewer the 
appropriate start point.

F5. Cache the XML form of result sets and use that for Forward and Back, instead 
of reissuing the query (as we do now).
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Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/6/2002 - Added details (Don)
●     12/9/2002 - Revised (Don)
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Player repeat.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:58:02 EST (jump to change log)
Jim Halliday 

User requirement

Users can set automatic repeat for a track (or possibly other spans as well).

Functional requirements

The Player will need a checkbox (and matching checkbox menu item) to enable 
automatic repeat of the current track. In designing this, we may also find it useful 
to allow the flag to instead repeat a CD/side or the entire container. At this point, 
it's unclear whether the new Player/Viewer combination window needs similar 
functionality.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/8/2002 - functional requirement added (Jim)
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Collection browsing.

Last modified: Wednesday, 11-Dec-2002 11:50 EST (jump to change log)
Don Byrd 

User requirement

Users can browse the entire collection contents, no matter how large, by an 
attribute of interest without first having to perform a search. Specifically, with just a 
click or two, they can choose to view a list of:

●     (Want) Creators sorted by name or role
●     (Want) Works sorted by title or composer
●     (Want) Instantiations sorted by work title, composer, or performers (for 

recordings) or publisher (for scores)
●     (Want) Containers sorted by title, composer, or performers (for recordings) 

or publisher (for scores)

The list will be formatted similarly or identically to a search result list, albeit 
potentially a _very_ long one.

Functional requirements

F1. Backend support for handling the above queries, and for returning a result set 
of potentially tens or hundreds of thousands of records

F2. Client support/user interface: probably a simple dialog

F3. Other client support: XSLT to convert a result set to browsable HTML

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/09/2002 - Draft (Don)
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●     12/11/2002 - Revised (Don)
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Score printing.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:43:41 EST (jump to change log)
Ryan Scherle

User requirements

●     (Must) Users can easily print a portion of a score or the entire score.
❍     (Must) The default start point should be the page the user is 

currently viewing.
❍     (High want) Users can use the same page numbering as the score 

viewer (instead of 1-based absolute numbering)
❍     (Want) Users can select portions of the work structure to print? 

●     (Want) Users are warned before printing a large number (>50) of pages.
●     (Want) Users can select printer and paper size/orientation.
●     (Want) Users can print multiple score pages on a piece of paper (2-up)?
●     (Want) Pages can be printed various zoom levels.
●     (Want) Users can preview the size of the score in relation to the page?

Functional requirements

F1. Print option from file menu should bring up a standard (or standard-looking) 
print dialog box. 

F2. Should default to a reasonable section of the score. 

F3. Anything more complex than absolute page numbering will require a custom 
print dialog box. 

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/2/2002 - Added details (Ryan)
●     12/6/2002 - Added must/want rankings (Ryan)
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Single sign-on.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:58:39 EST (jump to change log)
George Yang

User requirement

On Windows 2000/XP machines, users can be authenticated by Variations2 
automatically if they login into ADS domain.

For other OS, users have to log in separately for Variations2.

Whether it will work with Mac OS X depends on the Kerboeros support from Mac 
JDK 1.4.

Functional requirements

<required functionality to support user needs goes here>

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/06/2002 - draft (George)
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Record view window improvements.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:43:27 EST (jump to change log)
Jim Halliday 

User requirement

Users can easily scan for information in the record view window.

Users can quickly find the most commonly needed information.

Functional requirements

F1. MUST The HTML display for all record view windows needs to be improved, 
utilizing bold, font size changes, and tables as necessary to facilitate easy visual 
scanning. In particular, work structures are currently displayed with way too much 
space between items (this might be fixed in 1.4?)

F2. HIGH WANT We need to rethink what fields should go in the brief and the full 
version of the record display, and whether some fields (such as notes with a 
'hidden' status) shouldn't be displayed at all, except perhaps for administrators. Or 
we may instead decide to eliminate brief and full versions, and simply put the 
information in an appropriate order (most common first).

F3.  MUST For notes fields, Type and Format should be displayed as separate 
entries.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/8/2002 - added functional requirements (Jim)
●     12/10/2002 - Added a user requirement; adjusted F2 (Jim)
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Java bug fixes.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:57:46 EST (jump to change log)
Jim Halliday 

User requirement

Users can use Variations2 with fewer annoyances.

Functional requirements

Our bug tracking system, Bugzilla, can be accessed here. So I don't think it's 
necessary to restate everything here. Many of the existing bugs are known issues 
with the Windows implementation of Java 1.3. These will be fixed in this version, 
since we'll use 1.4 instead. I'll make the appropriate changes to Bugzilla as these 
issues are tested under 1.4.

Change Log

●     12/6/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/8/2002 - Added link to Bugzilla and short description (Jim)
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

System reliability.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:44:20 EST (jump to change log)
Ryan Scherle

User requirements

●     (Want) The system does not break often.
●     (Must) Users do not see cryptic error messages.
●     (Want) When something breaks, users are directed to the most relevant 

personnel.
●     (Want) When users enter invalid data, system indicates the source of the 

problem.

Functional requirements

F1. The system is fairly stable now. Develop tests and procedures to keep it that 
way… 

F2. Extend server testing system to creating, updating, and deleting entities. 

F3. Add code to test data consistency before it is stored in the repository: 

●     Container structures (See Admin ease-of-use requirement F1)
●     Instantiation structures?

F4. Add tests for client-side classes that are not GUI-dependent.

F5. (Must) Standardize client exception handling as much as possible. 

●     Main UI classes should provide user with descriptive error message when 
faced with an exception.

●     All client error messages should go through a single class, so they can be 
handled consistently.

●     Error messages should also be sent to client log files. 
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Change Log

●     12/2/2002 - Initial details (Ryan)
●     12/9/2002 - Added this to main requirements doc, added link to Admin 

ease-of-use (Ryan)
●     12/10/2002 - Upgraded F5 to Must (Ryan)
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Record deletion.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:43:05 EST (jump to change log)
George Yang

User requirement

Administrators can safely delete records from the repository without damaging the 
integrity of the database.  

Administrators should be able to restore deleted records (contributor, container, 
work) when they have not been permanently purged from the database.

Functional requirements

F1. Admin Users can change the status of records to 'Deleted' ( Changing the 
status should trigger the reference integrity checking . If some other records are 
referencing this record, pop up a error  dialog says that this record is referenced by 
what, and restore the original status)

    Open question: Do we need a separate 'Delete' button instead of by using the 
status change?

F2. Admin Users will not see 'Deleted' records by normal search. 

F3. Admin Users can list 'Deleted' records through Admin Tab

F4. Along with the list of 'Deleted' records, user have option to 'purge all'  or to 
'purge a single item". The record to be purged will be permanently removed from 
the database.  A warning dialog will pop up to ask for user confirmation

F5. When a container is purged, all relevant instantiations and media objects will 
be purged too.

F5. Instantiation is handled as a special case, because currently it is not reusable 
by other containers. When users select 'Delete' instantiation in a container editing 
window, not only the reference is removed but the instantiation record itself is 
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Record deletion

removed also. In other words, the instantiation can not be undeleted. Of course, 
warning message should be provided before proceeding. 

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/10/2002 - draft (George)
●     12/10/2002 - major revision (George)

http://variations2.indiana.edu/devteam/Version2/DML-V2-reqts/record-delete.shtml (2 of 2) [2/10/2003 9:51:15 AM]
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Improved media loading.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:57:57 EST (jump to change log)
George Yang

User requirement

Administrator can easily and reliably add media.

Functional requirements

one utility tool for each task:

●     creating quicktime media files
●     creating and loading XML for sound recording and moving media files 

to theserver right location
●     creating djvu files
●     creating and loading XML for scores and moving image files to the 

right servr location
 

Use configuration file to specify file locations and different servers for 
processing

Provide clear directions and enough error messages to cataloger in each step.

Recovery:

●     save status file if failed in the middle.
●     separate status file for different task types
●     if status file exists, ask user whether to continue or to start over that 

task
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Improved media loading

Java Loader class should have an option to reuse a set of IDs instead of 
creating a new set of IDs when loading a file. This is useful when it fails to 
load a xml file containing temporary IDs for the first time and the same file 
has to be loaded again.  In this case, Loader should not get another set of IDs.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/10/2002 - Draft (George)
●     12/14/2002 - Draft (George)
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Admin UI ease of use.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:38:24 EST (jump to change log)
Mark Notess

User requirement

Administrator can catalog items quickly and conveniently, without lots of extra 
keystrokes or mouse clicks.

Caitlin maintains a document with her requests and questions, here.

Functional requirements

TBD, based on observations and Caitlin's requests.  Preliminary list:

F1.  Provide a built-in check of container structure so that broken structures cannot 
be stored to the database.  The checker should identify the error or at least the 
location of the first error (see bugzilla).

F2.  Speed up saving of containers by only writing out those instantiations which 
are new or changed.

F3.  In the "Edit..." dialogs, place the cursor at the beginning of the main field (see 
Caitlin's doc).

F4.  Strip trailing whitespace in ID fields.

F5.  Provide a quick and easy way to search for contributors or works and 
drag/drop them to existing lists (see requirement A4).

F6.  Define keyboard accelerators for window control buttons (e.g., OK, Apply, 
Cancel).

F7.  Provide immediate drag'n'drop from MARC import window after creating new 
names/works, without having to reload the MARC record.
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Admin UI ease of use

F8.  Provide an easier way to create a lengthy work structure.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/6/2002 - Added a link to Caitlin's document and preliminary functional 

requirements (Mark)
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Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Admin tab improvements.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:38:46 EST (jump to change log)
Jim Halliday 

User requirement

Administrator can easily search for and use records of interest in the cataloging 
process.

Functional requirements

Search window admin tab should allow for searching for records by record status, 
record creation date, and record last modified date. It may also be important to 
search for all records marked as deleted.

Change Log

●     11/27/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/8/2002 - Added functional requirements (Jim)
●     12/10/2002 - Adjust functional requirement (Jim)
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Streamlined build process

Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Streamlined build process.

Last modified:  Monday, 23-Dec-2002 11:56:09 EST (jump to change log)
George Yang 

User requirement

Developers can easily and reliably create new installation packages or recreate 
packages for previous versions.

<details about user needs go here>

Functional requirements

Reorganize things into right directories

separate configuration and source code

Write document about the release procedure

Separate Server and client side code

Provide ant building target for releases, creating all necessary files for InstallShield

Change Log

●     12/3/2002 - Initial template (Mark)
●     12/10/2002 - Draft (George)
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Server Portability

Variations2 Version2 Requirements

Server Portability Beyond IU.

Last modified:  Tuesday, 28-Jan-2003 16:16:47 EST (jump to change log)

User requirement

Provide satellite sites a server software package will is relatively easy to install and 
manage. Users can search contents across multiple repositories.

Functional requirements

F1.  (Must) Package server side software as an easy-to-install package

F2.  (Must) Review and improve the server management utils for supporting 
mutltiple repositories: 1. content loading 2. metadata load/dump 3. server 
start/stop 4. managing leasing and content repositories

F3.  (Must) Simplify the server configuration task by using a gloabal configuration 
file

F4. (Want) Login window should provide combobox of a list of repositories which 
users can login into

F5. (Want) Provides additional authentication method besides Kerberos (in case 
that Sat sites don't have or want to create a Kerberos infrastructure)

F6. (Want) Wrote an requirement and installation guide for other server 
components (Kerberos, QT streaming, DB2, DB2TextInfo)

F7. (Want) Make the whole server running on other OSs including Linux and 
Solaris.

Open Questions Cross-repository Reference: Probably not in this version. Issues 
needed to consider:1. reference integrity 2. fetch the referenced entity record from 
other repositories 3. cross-repository authentication
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Server Portability

Change Log

●     1/22/2003 - Initial template (Mark)
●     1/28/2003 - Draft (George)
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